Abstract. Donald O. Hebb's neurophysiological cell-assembly postulate provides the first description of a mechanism for synaptic plasticity by which cortical circuits might admit self-sustaining reverberatory activity to bind association-area neurons into the basic building blocks of information. There is increasing empirical support for Hebb's contribution to neuropsychological theory and there also stimulates an intensive effort to promote the building of computer or network models of the brain based on Hebbian synaptic plasticity. And that raises a profound mathematical or biological question:
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Why do those time-and activity-dependent interactions underlying plasticity allow neural populations to capture the characteristic property of the entire ensembles of cell assemblies? By modeling the neuronal ensemble dynamics of assembly organization, we quantify two evolutionary quantities that originate the concept of pulsedynamics, and with them come a formulation of a dynamical-combinatorial process in a huge, interconnected self-organizing system, in which the ongoing changes of the nodal-andcoupling dynamics underlying plasticity are guaranteed to result in group synchrony and sync-dependent circuits. This evolutionary network model leads to a mathematical explanation for the mystery of the growth of cell assemblies.
